moreViz HMD

Create tangible visions.

The perfect addition for quick, local reviews

The moreVizHMD software quickly and easily connects your software to the new VR glasses like the Oculus Rift, providing their benefit into your working environment.

Idea Design 2.0
The origin of every good product is an idea.
Today’s CAD programs enable us to
understand, to design and to optimize ideas.
Yet complex ideas can be laborious to really
understand in their full range. And for this cause we
have developed the moreViz software – with the
moreViz HMD software complexity is reduced by
providing the most natural perception to a digital design possible.

Areas of Application:
Geospatial & Photogrammetry
Medical Imaging
Molecular Modeling
Oil & Gas Exploration
Mechanical Design
Simulation & Training

moreViz optimized your workflow
Ease of use, flexibility and the added value to
your digital work will easily convince you of the
moreViz software. Get in touch with us now to
schedule a presentation in your working environment.

The moreViz Advantage:

Fast life-like design reviews
Easy Installation
Connects your software into VR
Works like a plugin for applications
No Import-Export Hassle

Catia visualized by the moreVizHMD software.

Virtual reality allarounder
Transform your applications into a next-gen
review center for your ideas. moreViz HMD
enables for direct visualization out of your
application, in realtime and without the need for
data conversion. Using affordable VR devices like
the Oculus Rift you can apply all benefits of the
window to the digital world.
Realtime datalink
The datalink between your software, e.g.
JT2Go, Sketchup or Catia, works in realtime.
moreViz copies all graphic data and sends it
encrypted over the local network to the moreViz
visualization clients. The clients mirror each
change in the actual application in realtime.
This way animations and steps can be played in
the immersive enivronment - with the advantages of tracking and life-like stereo visualization.

moreViz Application Workflow

One Machine and many viewers
The new VR glasses like the Oculus Rift are single user glasses. more3D recognizes this and
offers solutions to this. Therefore moreViz can
connect with multiple clients into your application, allowing for simultaneous monitor presentation and the connection of multiple rifts and
HMDs. This way it is ensured that teams can
work together and every participant is always
in the middle of the scene.

Your software is operated as you are used to.

Compatible Applications:
Catia V5-6R2014
Creo View Exporess
JT2Go 9.1
PlantSimulation 11
Process Simulate

Visual Enterprise Viewer 8.0 Sp0
This list is not complete, there are more applications.
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moreViz provides additional, simultanous VR output.

